Aesthetic treatment on anterior teeth crown fracture caused by dental trauma
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ABSTRACT

Background: Complicated crown fracture is a tooth fracture that involve enamel, dentine and pulp. The incidence of complicated crown fracture ranges from 2% to 13% of all dental injuries and the most commonly involved teeth are the maxillary central incisors. Various treatment modalities are available depending on the clinical, physiological and radiographic examination of the involved teeth. Purpose: The aim of this case report is to present the management of crown fractures with pulpal exposure caused by traumatic injury, through endorestoration approach to reconstruct the shape and function of the teeth. Case: A 17 years old male with complicated crown fractures of anterior teeth #11 #21 and #22. The patient wish for aesthetic dental treatment in both of its form and function. Case management: Crown fractures of anterior teeth with exposed pulp caused by traumatic injury were reconstructed by endorestoration approach. The endodontic treatment with post and core insertion in the root canal which will increase its retention and porcelain fused to metal crown which will aesthetically recover its original form and function. After restoration the patient feel very glad and confident with the result. Conclusion: Endorestoration treatment on anterior teeth with complicated crown fractures and exposed pulp is able to recover the normal form, function and dental aesthetic in accordance with stomatognatic system and self confidence.
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INTRODUCTION

Dental traumatic injury treatment is an important aspect of dentistry. Dental traumatic injury occurs mostly in young patients with varying degrees of severity ranging from enamel fracture to avulsion that will affect psychologically to parents and children, especially if the injury affects permanent teeth and involves extensive loss of tooth structure.\(^1\) The trauma, moreover, can also cause either damage to the pulp of teeth, with or without crown or root damage, or removal of teeth from the socket. Sweet stated that a high percentage of the anterior teeth in the upper jaw suffer from fractures, and 90% of which really stand out, so the lip can not adequately cover them.\(^1,4\)

Teeth can suffer from trauma caused by activities, such as falling off a bike, car accidents, crashes, domestic violence, sports or other causes that may lead to disability wound in individuals as well as various forms of fractures, including crown fracture and tooth root fracture. Crown fracture with open pulp involving enamel, dentin, and pulp known as complicated crown fracture.\(^5\) Complicated crown fracture occurs about 2-13% of all dental injuries, most of which involve maxillary first incisors.\(^2,6\) According to Chan,\(^8\) the frequency of fracture in permanent incisors occurs in children about 5-20%. The degree of the open exposed pulp can vary from a hole with needle size to a hole opened on coronal pulp. If the surface is left open, there will be necrosis process caused by bacterial contamination. The result of treatment depends on the extent of injury, the quality and timeliness of initial care, and the technique of treatment.

Trauma followed with fracture of anterior teeth, especially permanent incisor, is considered not only as a tragic experience for young people, but also as the loss of anterior teeth that have a strong psychological impact on children and parents. If trauma involves both extensive loss of tooth structure and pain and discomfort sensation, it will change the appearance of the child and become the subject of bully by his or her peers. However, with recent advances in the field of esthetic in dentistry, restoration treatment is considered as the best solution to meet the high expectations of patients to be able to smile confidently.\(^5,10\)

A violent blow from frontal and horizontal direction can cause fracture line from several points on the crown, and then can longitudinally extend, with or without the involvement of the pulp, to mesial or distal subgingival area. Fractures of teeth can be classified into six classes: class 1: enamel fracture; class 2: dentin fracture without opening the pulp; class 3: crown fracture with opening the pulp; class 4: root fracture; class 5: subluxation teeth; and grade 6: intrusion teeth. Meanwhile, crown fracture can be classified into fracture class 3.\(^4\)

Crown fracture with pulp exposed due to trauma can be treated with four kinds of treatment: pulpotomy, apexification, pulpectomy and root resection.\(^11\) The appropriate treatment for the pulp and its required restoration, nevertheless, is determined with the extent of the fracture. Extensive fracture also requires root canal treatment using post and core that support the crown, but it still depends on the age of patients. In dentistry, especially in aesthetic dental conservation, fracture is a kind of tooth decay requiring an aesthetic care. A tooth suffering from complicated crown fracture with open pulp can be treated with endorestoration treatment including endodontic treatment using post-core retention and porcelain fused to metal crown.\(^1,3,12\) This case report is aimed to report the esthetic improvement of the anterior teeth the anterior teeth suffering from complicated crown fracture with open pulp due to trauma by conducting endorestoration treatment in order to improve its forms, functions, and aesthetics as normal as the original ones with stomatognatic system. A case of trauma to the maxillary incisors suffering from complicated crown fracture and treated with endorestoration treatment, including endodontic treatment, followed by insertion of casting post-core and of porcelain fused to metal crown will be reported.

CASE

A 17 years old male came to Universitas Airlangga dental hospital. He had motorcycle accident four days ago. The crown of his anterior teeth #11, #21 and #22 fractured around the cervical areas. Torn ragged wound and swelling

Figure 1. a) The condition of upper lip with torn ragged wound; b) The initial condition of complicated crown fracture on teeth #11, #21 and #22.
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was found around the vestibule areas of the teeth #11, #21, #22 and the upper lip (Figure 1a). The patient wanted to have his anterior teeth aesthetically improved to normalized its form and function.

Intra oral examination was conducted on the teeth #11, #21 and #22 suffering from complicated crown fracture causing an fully opened pulp around tooth cervical areas (Figure 1b). Panoramic and local x-rays were conducted (Figure 2). Based on the results, there was radiolucency appeared on the periodontal ligament of the teeth #11, #21 and #22. The teeth #11, #21 and #22 were then diagnosed as pulpitis irreversible.

**CASE MANAGEMENT**

At the first visit, to dental hospital emergency treatment that consisted of soft tissue cleansing around the mouth and lips with saline and hydrogen peroxide and giving antibiotics, analgesics, and anti-inflammatory were conducted. The patient was also suggested to maintain his oral hygiene by using chlorhexidine mouthwash and having soft food diet. The emergency care should immediately be taken to prevent the patient from soft tissue.

The crowns of fractured teeth #11, #21 and #22 were extracted until the cervical areas and gingivectomy was done in the palatal rugae frenulum areas to improve the shape of excessive gingival contour lines that corresponded to palatal and labial cervical portion of the anterior teeth (Figure 3). After wound healed, an impression were taken on maxillary and mandibula for model study. Dental records were then also conducted in order to record occlusion and relationship, and to be used as temporary jacket crowns on teeth #11, #21 and #22 to prevent bad appearance during the dental treatment.

Moreover, pulpectomy treatment was conducted for one visit on the teeth #11, #21 and #22 with crown down pressureless technique by using file Pro Taper preparation tools and single cone filling technique by using ultracal pasta sealer material. In the next stage, the preparation of post channel was conducted by taking gutapercha using gates gliden drill, and then followed with conducting peeso reamer leaving the gutta-percha about 4-5 mm from the apex of the root canal. Afterwards, the root canal was printed by using elastomer print materials to make post and core. The temporary crown was then inserted for maintaining the aesthetics of the teeth during manufacturing process of casting post and core in dental laboratoui (Figure 4).

Few days later cast posts and cores were inserted into the root canal of teeth #11, #21 and #22 by using glass ionomer cement type I luting cement (Figure 5a). Local x-ray were conducted (Figure 5b). Impression was done on teeth #11, #21 and #22 by double impression technique. In the next stage, temporary crown was inserted and the print result was sent to the dental lab for making porcelain fused to metal crowns. Then, the porcelain fused to metal crowns were inserted on the teeth #11, #21 and #22 by using glass ionomer cement type I luting cement (Figure 6). Evaluation was followed 3 and 6 months after treatment in which the patient got a good result (Figure 7).

**DISCUSSION**

Various conditions of trauma can generally cause crown fractures although many literatures suggest several predominant causes, such as falling either while playing and running or during sports activities, as well as having car accidents and a blow on the face. Anterior teeth are actually more susceptible to trauma, approximately 80% of the central maxillary incisors followed by lateral maxillary incisors and central mandibular incisors.1

Generally dental trauma can involve pulp both directly and indirectly, so endodontics is considered to play an important role in the evaluation and treatment of dental
injuries. Fractures that involving the edge of gingiva area need an endodontic treatment followed with crown restorations using post and core but it depend on the age of patient. In this case, teeth #11, #21 and #22 suffering from complicated crown fracture were treated by endorestoration treatment, which was pulpectomy care followed by the installation of retention, such as casting post and core, and finished with the insertion of porcelain fused to metal crown. If patient with an open pulp tooth fracture case came to be treated after 72 hours or more, the treatment option is endodontic treatment by removing all affected pulp tissue; but if more than half the coronal missing, it is necessary for post and core to be inserted restored with core crown. The post and core restorations are used to reshape the structure of the lost crown. Restoration of a fractured tooth after endodontic treatment depends on the structure lost of tooth crown. If the fracture is only on the enamel and dentin, it can be restored with a simple composite or porcelain veneers, but, if it is more than half of the crown missing, the tooth will require post and core crowns.

The dental care after endodontic treatment is restore the remaining root and crown of tooth by using retentive and stable post crown, so it will not easily broken and can be used as long as possible in the oral cavity to replace the original tooth. Characteristic of tooth is relatively more brittle and prone to fracture than vital one due to tooth internal moisture decrease and it weaken after endodontic treatment are weaken the remaining tooth structure and non-vital tooth often get color shifts. Therefore, one visit endodontic treatment was conducted on teeth #11, #21 and #22 because the shape of the root canals was normal and single-rooted with the diagnosis of pulpitis irreversible with periodontal ligament abnormalities without clinical symptoms. Thus, this one visit endodontic treatment aimed not only to prevent the spread of the disease from pulp into periapical tissues, but also to restore the periapical tissues. It also gives the advantage to reduce the risk of infection between visits.

Preparation of the root canal #11, #21 and #22 was then conducted by using crown down pressureless technique with a ProTaper tool through the coronal-apical approach. This technique is very beneficial because 1/3 of microorganisms are located in coronal, another 1/3 that has drawn first before going into the apical area is located in center, and the other 1/3 that had more perfect irrigation are located in apical.

Afterwards, intracanal retention was conducted to restore the crown by using post as retention on its restoration. Post used in this case was casting post (artificial post) and core also used was aimed to increase the retention of teeth and position of porcelain fused to metal crown restoration. Position of teeth with crowns that have been depleted or with heavy occlusal forces can be indicated by the crown with the casting post and core. Teeth both with short clinical crowns or without clinical crowns, but still having adequate roots in terms of length, thickness and embedded in the alveolar bone, and with the ratio between the root and the crown of the teeth can qualify for post length inserted into the root canal length at least equal to the crown length, thus, casting post and core are the best choices.
Moreover, the selection of the post and core designs as the retention in the root canal is depend on to the rest of the crown, the occlusal pressure force (chewing power), the diameter of the root canal, the location of the teeth, and the health of the periodontal tissue as post crown supporter. In determining the type of post crown, it can not be separated from efforts to design the post. The procedure of selection of design and preparation of root canal should be done in such a choice that does not further debilitating the remaining tooth tissues and cause a risk of post disposition.

Furthermore, the teeth #11, #21 and #22 used post and core since it generally had several advantages such as: post and core become one unit, and could accurately adapt the shape of root canal preparation, as a result, it become retentive and stable, it does not require additional retention form pin, and could easily adjust to the irregular shape of root canal that result strong and effective post and core. The setting of post and core on the teeth #11, #21, and #22 was prepared one by one at the same time, to get the shape and size similar to the normal size of each tooth and anterior dental arch with normal overbite and overjet to achieve a good and harmonious aesthetics. The principle of dental care that has already obtained endodontic treatment is actually to restore root tooth and crown by using retentive and stable post and core crowns, so they are not easily malpositioned and can be used as long as possible in the oral cavity like the original tooth. Moreover, it should be noted that tooth having endodontic treatment is relatively more brittle and fragile (easily fracture) than healthy tooth due to organic and biological changes caused pulp necrose, the reduction of the tooth internal tissue, as well as the lack of the linkage between the tooth enamel and dentin due to the grinding of dentin tissue during preparation of root canal, that can caused discoloration. Therefore, comprehensive protection is necessary by strengthening post and core as well as porcelain fused to metal crown restoration in order to prevent the tooth from fracture.

Porcelain fused to metal crown restoration is the best option to restore tooth aesthetics, especially the shape and color of the tooth anatomy in accordance with natural teeth, and to be able to function naturally. Similarly, Hume also said that the porcelain jacket crown is the best choice to restore the aesthetics of the central incisors optimally. Furthermore, among 956 patients, only 63% of them were satisfied with the appearance of the anterior tooth using a crown veil, and 79% of them were satisfied with 4 or more anterior teeth using porcelain fused to metal crowns. Porcelain is also considered to be the most satisfying treatment because of its natural color and aesthetics. The cementation of the porcelain fused to metal crown towards post-core uses glass ionomer cement type I (luting cement).

The success of a restoration, however, is determined by retention, stability, aesthetics (especially anterior teeth) as well as biological aspects. Cooperation and understanding between patient and dentist is also the basis of success. Improvement on aesthetic appearance becomes increasingly important in today’s modern dental practice. This case showed that that tooth with complicated crown fracture due to trauma can be treated with endorestoration care not only to maintain the tooth as long as possible in the oral cavity, but also to restore the form, function and aesthetic of the tooth in accordance with stomatognatic system.
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